
Who we are 

The United Methodist Church was first established in Arroyo Grande, 

California in 1884 as pioneer families came looking for land.  Our 

heritage and challenge is to carry on as those before us, advancing the 

Kingdom of God in Arroyo Grande.  The people of the United Methodist 

Church believe in God and each other.  If you’re searching for something 

to believe in, our hearts, or minds and our doors are always open. 

Contact Us 

First United Methodist Church of Arroyo Grande 

Phone: 805-481-2692 

Email: fumcag@sbcglobal.net 

Web: worshipweekly.com 

 

The United Methodist Women would like to thank everyone who 

participated in organizing this quilt show and those who donated their 

quilts for show. 

 
  
  

  

United Methodist 
Women Quilt Show 

Sunday, October 18, 2020 

 
 

[COMPANY NAME] 
[Subtitle] 



Welcome to the First United Methodist Women’s Outdoor 

Quilt Show 

There are many quilts for you to view.  We have a few quilts 

available for Silent Auction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are  some craft items which you may find of interest 

and want to purchase. 

 

Disclaimer…Our committee has done it’s best to annotate and post pertinent information 

about each quilt received to show in this year’s outdoor quilt show.  Everyone makes 

mistakes and if we’ve not presented each quilt correctly please accept our apology. 

  
Quilt  

 

This red and green 63” square quilt owned 

by Susan and quilted by Mary Throndson is 

called “Christmas Cabin” using the Cabin 

Among the Stars pattern.  It is machine 

quilted and Susan remembers bringing it to 

church one year when the heater was out to 

snuggle under (warm memories). 

Quilt  

 

This purple “Hearts and Arrows” 61” square 

quilt was made, appliqued and machine 

quilted by Susan Throndson.  Susan says this 

was her first quilt she made in Gerry 

McGuire’s quilt class. She loves all the 

purples. 

Quilt  

 

This is from a collection of ten or so Kaffe 

Fassett quilts made by Sandy Underwood.  

This blue one is called Circles and Squares 

made and machine quilted in 2015; it’s 52” x 

60”  

Quilt  

 

This red and green Stack ‘n Whack is called 

Christmas Stars made and quilted by Sandy 

Underwood in 2012.  It’s a 39" square 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

    

  



Quilt  

 

This light Rose whole cloth Quilt  (65” x 84” 

made in 1940-41) was made and hand 

quilted for Helen and Bob Atwood and 

given as a wedding gift by Mr. and Mrs. 

Gaither. (Judy Atwood) 

Quilt  

 

This green and blue 9-patch Friendship Quilt 

(74” x 84” made in 1966) was made by Judy 

Atwood and Ethel Hendricks and quilted by 

Hatfield UMC Quilters, Hatfield, AK. Names 

along the edge are persons in a small 11-

member congregation in Polk Co., AK 

Quilt  

 

The Women of Mt. Carmel UMC, Springfield, 

MO appliqued and embroidered this blue and 

white Butterfly Applique quilt (80” x 100” in 

1985) for Judy Atwood. Judy can treasure the 

names of congregation members written on 

blocks and then embroidered. 

Quilt  

 

Judy Atwood and her friend Diana Hall made 

this blue and white Double Irish Chain 

inclusive of stars and prairie points.  This 

quilt is 78 x 104 and was made in 1990.  It is 

machine quilted.  

 
 

 

  

Quilt  

 
 

 

Quilt  

  

Quilts and Description Details 

Quilt  

 

Judy Atwood owns this Halloween Quilt 

which was purchased at the UMW Boutique 

in 2016 or 2017.  It is 52” x 60”; made and 

quilted by our own Mary Throndson. 

Quilt 

 

Dresden Plate – Pinwheel is an all time 

favorite. This lovely quilt is made from men’s 

ties and shirts. Judy Atwood owns the quilt; it 

was given to her by Ogden Friendship House 

in Kansas as a gift. Gayle Bennett and 

Harriette Janke made this 39” x 39” quilt.  

Quilt 

 

Priscilla Alquist presents “Cosmos”; a 49” x 

49” blue and orange contemporary looking 

quilt.  Pricilla took a class from Linda Sullivan 

in February 2020 and finished it in March 

having it machine quilted by Sally Inouye 

Quilt 

 

Sashiko Waves by the Full Moon is a blue and 

white 18” x 13”quilt started in 2014 by 

Pricilla Alquist in a class by Sylvia Pippen 

using indigo fabric which turned from white 

to blue by cyanotype printing by sunlight 

exposure. 

Quilt  

 
 



Quilt  

 

Priscilla Alquist has named this golden 

yellow 18” x 18” beauty, Golden Feathered 

Trapunto coming from a Jill Schumacher 

pattern called “Mothers Marshmallows”. 

Trapunto was used in this piece to high-

lite the 3-D look of the “feather” design in 

a class from 2016.  It was machine quilted 

also. Priscilla is quite thrilled the 

markings came out after 4.5 years. 

Quilt  

 

Sailors Fantasy is a quilt pattern designed 

by Gerry McGuire in response to a quilt 

given to her by Santa Monica Quilt Guild at 

her retirement of being the guild president.  

This red, blue, yellow and lt. blue quilt is a 

67” square made in 2003, paper pieced and 

machine quilted by Gerry. 

Quilt  

 

Symphony is a black and white 70” square 

quilt made and quilted in 2009 by Gerry 

McGuire.    Blocks have various musical 

instruments with a piano key border.  This 

quilt was inspired by the various instruments 

played by her family including her 3 sons. 

 
 

 

  

  
 

  
Quilt  

 

Priscilla Alquist took Christine Barnes 

“Luminaria” class in 2012.  This purple, blue, 

green, and yellow 47” square was quilted by 

Bev Rhodes.  Priscilla enjoyed the 

instructor’s techniques bringing out the 

luminosity of colors.  She finished the quilt it 

2020. 

Quilt  

 

Serengeti Lions is an apropos name for this 

brown, gold and orange 58” square.  It is 

paper-pieced and has applique.  Alquist’s 

went on safari in 2017 and were enthralled 

with the many groups of lions as seen in the 

central medallion.  This one is also quilted by 

Sally Inouye 

Quilt  

 

This pink, yellow and blue quilt was made in 

1984 by Marjorie Lavedock, Susan 

Throndson’s grandmother.  Grandma’s 

Postage Stamp Quilt is 96” x 106” and is 

treasured by Susan and Mary Throndson as 

the owners.  Susan says she can still 

remember laying under the quilt frame 

watching her grandma quilt. 

Quilt  

 

Happy Flowers was made in 2012; it’s a 13” 

square.  This is another win for Shirley 

Werling during a quilt crawl at Betty’s Fabric 

Store.  It is blue, green and brown, has 

applique and machine quilted. 

 
 

 

Quilt  



Quilt  

 

Barbara Reineke has named this The 

Christmas Quilt. She’s used a large feathered 

star and small sawtooth star for this red, 

green, gold and cream beauty.  The quilt is a 

68” square is machine quilted and made in 

2008 from fabric purchased in a darling quilt 

shop in Red Bluff, CA. 

Quilt  

 

Grandma’s Quilt is a pink, green and white 

double bed size.  Barbara Reineke’s 

grandmother, Sara Jane (Eva) Bissell Jones 

made this quilt in the 1930’s and the AGUMW 

quilted it in 2000. 

Quilt  

 

The quilt pattern is Cuban Cigars and the 

quilts name is “CUBA” . It was made in 2020 

from fabrics that came from an international 

quilt class taken is 2008.  Barbara Reineke 

finished it in Missouri. The quilt is a 52” x 58” 

hand quilted treasure. 

Quilt  

 

This purple and green 52” square quilt done 

by Barbara Reineke is called Grape Harvest 

using the Chumash pattern. The backing was 

also a pieced quilt and is machine quilted. 

 

 
 

 

Quilt  

  
Quilt  

 

Aquatic Windows is a 46” x 55”quilt made 

and machine quilted by Mary Throndson.  

Mary loves doing Attic Windows and sea life 

quilts. 

Quilt  

 

This black floral print with cream and blue 

centers is a 1840s Irish Chain variation made 

by Mary Throndson in 2015.  Mary says she 

received this 49” x 63” quilt and had to finish 

machine quilting it. 

Quilt  

 
 

This take on Dresden Plate is very 

interesting.  Mary Throndson took a class 

with the class making a quilt and Mary 

shortened it and made a 26” x 106” bed 

runner.  It’s shades of blue made in 2014 and 

yes, Mary machine quilted it too! 

Quilt  

 

This green with red rose center blocks is an 

Irish Chain which Mary Throndson calls Irish 

Rose.  It’s 56” x 65”and is machine quilted.  

Mary bought the greens when traveling back 

East and it fit right in with her wanting an 

Irish Chain quilt. 

  

  

  

  



Quilt  

 

Susan Throndson shares her Fall Leaves quilt 

using autumn spirit leaf pattern.  She made 

and quilted this in 2016; it’s a 46” square in 

tan, brown green and orange.  Susan and 

Mary made the same quilt from a class by 

Gerry McGuire and both look very different 

just by using different color choices.  

Quilt  

 

The Last Frontier was the pattern used by 

Mary Throndson for “Alaska Memories” It 

will be a lasting memory of an Alaska 

adventure.  Made in 2020 it is a 78” x 92” 

blue quilt showing scenes from Alaska.  Gerry 

McGuire quilted it adding 50 stars on the 

boarders. 

Quilt  

 

Barbara Reineke purchased the fabrics for 

this 41” square quilt in Wasila, Alaska in 

2010.  The brown, blue, and green fabrics put 

together using the window pane block is 

named “Alaska Quilt”  Made in 2015 it is 

machine quilted. 

Quilt  

 

Cabin in the Stars is this raspberry, purple 

and cream log cabin quilt.  It’s sashed with 

stars and made in 2014 it was made and 

quilted also by Gerry McGuire.  The quilt was 

designed as a class project for a class she 

taught for Arroyo Grande Rec and Parks 

 
 

 

  

  
Quilt  

 

Halloween Fun is from a “Shake it Up” 

pattern made by Susan Throndson in 2016.  

It is 50” x 64” quilted by Susan using 

applique techniques.  Susan loves Halloween 

and all the bright colors. 

Quilt  

 

Mary Throndson took a quilt class from 

Gerry McGuire tasked with deciding how to 

make a Snow Quilt with snowmen.   This blue 

“Snowmen in the Snow” was made in 2018 

and is machine quilted. 

Quilt  

 

Gerry McGuire shows this raspberry and 

green double wedding ring 64” square 

quilt which she began in 1999 as she was 

demonstrating the use of Mary Russell’s 

Double Wedding Ring Ruler at Quilt shows 

in which she was a vendor.  She has 

thousands of these pieces which has now 

been completed in 2020 as a gift for her 

sister and brother in law for the many 

stays as Gerry participated in quilt shows.t 

Quilt  

 

Shirley Werling received this Prayer Quilt 

as a gift from a friend in 2013 from Linda 

Bower.  It is 74” x 80” made in the colors of 

red and black and machine quilted 

  

  

 



Quilt  

 

The Fanciful Jacobean is what Margaret 

Coombs named this lovely hand appliqued 

and hand quilted gem 

Quilt  

 

Margaret Coombs named this quilt “Tiles”  It 

has been hand appliqued and hand quilted.  

The pattern was taken from the book “The 

Tile Quilt Revival.  Made entirely by Margaret 

in 2013 

Quilt  

 

Flower Fantasia was made in 2005 after a 

seminar with Jane Sassaman. Designed, 

machine quilted by Margaret Coombs in 

Colina 

Quilt  

 

A Dream Garden was hand quilted and hand 

appliques using wool batting by Margaret 

Coombs in 2011. 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

  
Quilt  

 

 

Quilt  

 

Margaret Coombs also made this beautiful 

Pineapple Quilt 

Quilt  

 

Autumn Splendor is the pattern Crystal 

Weitkamp used to create Falling Autumn 

Leaves for this twin size quilt.  Crystal used 

browns, red, gold and rust to create this for 

her mom.  Marjory loves autumn so this ones 

for Mom from a greatful daughter. 

Quilt  

 

This Dresden Plate (blades) pattern is what 

Crystal Weitcamp used to make “Tea Time 

with my Sister”  The blue and cream quilt 

was made in 2018.  Crystal was having a lot 

of trouble with the shades of blue.  Sis dived 

into Crystals stash and rearranged the 

blades; Eureka?  Sis said with tears, “Give this 

quilt a good home?”  It’s now Sis’s quilt 

 

 

 

 



Quilt  

 

“El Nino” was created in 1998 for her brother 

in law Make Ziegler during a very rainy year.  

Helen Gugeler made this 89” x 90” blue, 

yellow and green Irish Chain and hand 

quilted it also. 

Quilt  

 

Butterfly Buzz was made in 2009 by Helen 

Gugeler.  This blue and yellow beauty was 

machine pieced and hand quilted and 

measures 44” x 50”. 

Quilt  

 

Every fall Crystal takes the girls and 

Eric to pick apples for canning 

(pumpkins too) They take fall photos 

and eat seasonal foods.  This Autumn 

Harvest table runner is made and 

quilted by Crystal Weitcamp. 

Quilt  

 

This1930’s Dresdan Plate quilt was a gift to 

Don Gugeler’s sister and husband in 1930 

living in Iowa.   It’s 80” x 80” and is hand 

appliqued, hand pieced and hand quilted by 

the Iowa United Methodist Women. 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

  
Quilt  

 

I call this the “President’s Quilt. Made in 1990 

this quilt was presented to Frances 

Robertson as the outgoing President of the 

Central Coast Women’s League. It’s a 50” 

pink, green and ivory square star quilt. Hand 

quilted by women in the community. 

Quilt  

 

Ann Holden shares the adorable Christmas 

quilt with us.  The Nutcracker is a 52” x 55” 

blue and red wall hanging made by Ann in 

2020.  Take note of the hand done blanket 

stitching. Ann has used applique, 

embroidery, hand piecing for this treasure 

and has had it custom quilted by Linda 

Cynguie 

Quilt  

 

These floating stars are owned by Ann 

Holden; she’s done a great job of selecting 

colors for this lovely quilt.   

 



Quilt  

 

Helen Gugeler shares this sampler with us 

made in 1997; she calls it the “Album of 

Memories”.  This 64” x 92” quilt is hand 

appliqued and hand and machine quilted.  

Helen selected the “block of the month” for 

the Arroyo Grande Quilt Guild; it contains 

many traditional blocks such as card trick, 

honey bee, monkey wrench.   

Quilt  

 

Helen Gugeler share this “Octagonal Star” a 

Barbara Fritchie pattern made in 2000; it 

measures 104” x 79” and is machine pieced 

and hand quilted by Helen 

Quilt  

 

Butterflies Fly Here was made by Gerry 

McGuire in 2008 to commemorate the visit 

each year of the Monarch butterfly to the 

Central Coast of California.  This 67” square is 

appliqued and machine quilted by Gerry too. 

Quilt 

 Margaret Coombs made this double wedding 

ring  quilt  to celebrate 60 years  of marriage 

with Stan (1945-2005)  

 

 

  
Quilt  

 

Cinnaberry and 3 sisters is quilted by Maggie 

George and made by Kerren Brown.  She 

used a layer cake to create the 56” beauty. 

Quilt  

 

Did, Did it, Done was made in 2016 by Kerren 

Brown.  She was inspired by Quiltin’ Cousins 

in Pismo Beach.  It is a 58” square quilt and is 

a “quilt as you go” 

Quilt  

 

Shirley Werling’s grandchildren started 

having their own children so Shirley made 

this lovely baby quilt which is machine 

embroidered in pastels.  Made in 2000 and 

machine quilted. 

Quilt  

 

Card trick is one name for this blue and 

purple bed size quilt. Peg Gallop shares this 

quilt with us. 

 

 



Quilt  

 

Sally Inouye quilted this piece that Sandy 

underwood made from a Carol Bryer Fallert 

pattern in 2011.  It’s called “The World and 

Beyond” 

Quilt  

 

Proud to be an American was made in 2014. 

Shirley Werling purchased it at the Arroyo 

Grqnde quilt action.  It is 35” x 37” 

Quilt  

 

This blue and yellow stripped beauty is 

pieced by machine.  It was made by the local 

chapter of the American Legion, which Peg 

Gallop and her son were very active in.  The 

quilt was given to her recently for all her 

volunteer work by them on her birthday with 

a drive by celebration 

Quilt  

 

My First Endeavor was made in 1980 by 

Shirley Werling as her first attempt to quilt.  

The Sew and Sews finished it in 2018.  It’s 

brown and egg shell colors make it feel a bit 

like fall 

 

  
Quilt  

 

Shirley Werling shares her Pumpkin Patch  

wall-hanging with us.  While only 12” x 12” 

it’s a festive hanging for the fall holidays.  

Shirley is pretty lucky winning this at a quilt 

crawl in Orcutt. 

Quilt  

 

Sandy Underwood designed this duplicate of 

a quilt made by her a few years ago but she 

enlarged it and used different leaves.  It is 54” 

x 42” and is machine quilted by Kerri 

Missamore. 

Quilt  

 

Vincent Van Gogh is one of Sandy’s favorite 

artists especially “Starry Night”, Sandy 

designed this quilt into a wall hanging and 

had Kerri Missamore quilt it.  It’s 36” x 65” 

Quilt  

 

Shirley Werling shares “Mary’s American 

Flag” made in 1993 by Mary Dunkin.  It is 

appliqued, hand quilted and machine quilted. 

It was specifically made as a gift for Shirley 

for her wedding. 

 

 

 

 


